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he most commonly used

types of chemical injectors have

become low-cost, commodity items.

So why bother to learn about a throw-

away accessory? The answer is that the

better we understand a device we

use, the better the results we are like-

ly to get, and the less problems we are

likely to have.

Types of Injectors

Injectors are either upstream or

downstream type. An “upstream”

device is one installed ahead of the

pressure washer pump inlet. A “down-

stream” device is one installed after the

pump outlet. Of the two types, down-

stream injectors are, by far, the most

commonly used.

A particular type of downstream

injector currently enjoying great pop-

ularity among cleaning contractors

is intended for use in place of a spray

nozzle at the outlet of a wand. A short

“gun barrel” at its outlet makes it

possible to “shoot” the emerging

water-chemical mix a considerable

distance, making chemical application

to hard-to-reach areas a snap.
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Downstream injectors offer several

attractions. They are inexpensive,

they save the machine’s water system

from having chemicals run through

it, and the nature of their operation

permits turning the injection action

on or off at the discharge wand. An

advantage or drawback of the down-

stream injector, depending upon the

task at hand and the operator’s pref-

erence, is that the pressure of the dis-

charge spray must be lowered for

injection to take place. The require-

ment that pressure be lowered in

order to activate injection provides 

a handy way to turn soap on or off

at the gun. Pressure can be lowered

by using an oversize nozzle or by

opening a variable pressure wand.

If high pressure application of

chemicals is desired, the chemicals

must pass through the pressure

washer’s pump. That entails a risk

of damaging the pump and a like-

lihood of using chemicals at a greater

rate than for downstream injection.

Both upstream and downstream

injectors are offered in a variety of

configurations to accommodate dif-

ferent circumstances and budgets.

Either one may be designed to pro-

vide a fixed or variable injection

rate. Other variations mostly re-

volve around plumbing needs.

Examples are pipe

thread or quick

coupler connec-

tions for down-

stream, and pipe

thread or garden

hose thread for

upstream.

How Injectors

Work

All injectors work by the same

principle. Long ago, a fellow named

Daniel Bernoulli investigated 

properties of fluid flow. He found

that the greater the velocity, the

lower the pressure. The “Bernoul-

li principle” or “venturi effect”

gives us devices such as the car-

buretor, the pitot tube that yields 

an airplane’s airspeed, and the 

venturi injector that we use on 

pressure washers.

Figure 1 shows a typical down-

stream injector and its cross-section.

The pressure washer discharge flow

enters at the left, passes through the

water orifice, and exits at the right.

When spraying at high pressure,

the water moves through the injec-

tor with relatively little pressure

drop from inlet to outlet. However,

when a soap nozzle is installed or a

variable pressure wand is opened,

there is little restriction of the out-

let flow, and the injector’s water

orifice becomes the source of a high-

velocity flow through the chamber

around it.

The high velocity flow results

in a low pressure in that chamber,
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Most injectors are very simple

devices with little that can go wrong.

If your injector stops working, look

for causes external to the injector

before you replace it!



and as a result, the check ball is pushed off its o-ring seat

by atmospheric pressure and chemical is drawn in through

the tubing barb. The injector shown in Figure 1 is adjustable

by means of the knurled knob.

For an injector to draw chemical, there must be at least

a certain amount of pressure drop between the injector

inlet and outlet, typically in the area of 35 percent. When

the discharge wand is switched back to a high pressure noz-

zle, the flow and pressure drop through the injector are not

sufficient to create suction at the injector water orifice out-

let shown in Figure 1, so the check ball is forced against its

o-ring seat, closing off the chemical intake line.

A Basic Upstream Injector

Figure 2 shows a simple upstream injector. In the case

of the upstream injector, we must somehow turn the 

chemical flow or the injector action on and off at the in-

jector. In the device shown, this is accomplished by means

of the spool to the left of the stop screw.

When the spool is withdrawn (center photo), incoming gar-

den hose water is permitted full flow through the wide-

open passageway from inlet to outlet of the injector. The

water pressure is sufficient to hold the check ball at the bot-

tom against its o-ring seat, closing the chemical intake line.

When the spool is pushed in (bottom photo), the water flow

must pass through the orifice drilled through the spool,

resulting in a high-velocity, low-pressure zone to the right of

the spool. That allows atmospheric pressure to push the

check ball off its o-ring seat and chemical to be drawn into the

water flow. The spool can be rotated to vary the effective size

of the orifice and the resulting rate of chemical draw.

Different water spigots may supply different pressures,

and the orifice size must be matched to each situation, so

an adjusting screw is provided. The orifice adjusting screw

in Figure 2 is the setscrew in the center of the spool.

Influencing Factors

For any given setup, there is an optimum injector orifice

size. The injector only works for a certain range of flows around
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the optimum value. If the injector ori-

fice is oversized, the injector will

not work. If the orifice is under-

sized, the injector will introduce

excessive pressure drop during high

pressure spraying.

If the injector outlet is excessively

restricted, the injector will not devel-

op sufficient internal pressure drop

to draw chemicals. Outlet restriction

can occur in several non-obvious

ways. For example, too long a high

pressure discharge hose may create

enough restriction to prevent injec-

tor operation. Or, too small a high

pressure discharge hose may have

the same effect. Smaller-size hoses

are commonly used in extension

wands and for sewer jetting. If the

injector is installed before a heating

coil and the coil gets scaled-up, the

injector will stop working.

If an injector has been operating 

satisfactorily and stops working, be

sure that the small strainer usually

found at the suction end of the chem-

ical intake line is not clogged. If that’s

not the problem, you can carefully 

disassemble the injector and examine

it to see if the check ball has become

stuck to its o-ring seat by soap depo-

sits. Note: the check ball and its 

spring and o-ring are very small and

easy to lose! Also, be careful to reas-

semble the parts in the correct order.

If a downstream injector on a hot

water machine is found to work errat-

ically, the cause may be too-hot water.

Remember that lowering the pres-

sure on water lowers its boiling tem-

perature. When injecting, the pressure

in the injector’s orifice area is below

atmospheric pressure, so water in

that area will boil at a lower temper-

ature than the familiar 212˚F. The

upper limit for operating temperature

of an injector may be governed less by

the injector’s materials of construction

than by the temperature at which

water will boil inside the injector.

Most injectors are very simple

devices with little that can go wrong.

If your injector stops working, look

for causes external to the injector

before you replace it! CT


